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Elasticsearch owes much of its success to its scalability. However, even the most well-optimized 
clusters can only scale to a certain point, after which performance will rapidly degrade. With 
enterprises generating and consuming ever-increasing amounts of data, these limits can quickly 
become barriers to growth.

At LogDNA, we developed a solution for scaling Elasticsearch to petabyte scale. Our solution 
leverages Kubernetes to automate the deployment, scaling, and maintenance of Elasticsearch 
nodes across a number of cloud and platforms. In this whitepaper, we will outline this approach and 
provide detailed information about the configurations, techniques, and optimizations we used to 
achieve our level of scale.

The information in this whitepaper is based on this webinar presented by our Head of DevOps, 
Ryan Staatz. To learn more about how we manage Elasticsearch across multiple clusters, read our 
Elasticsearch Index Manager whitepaper.

HOW TO RUN ELASTICSEARCH 
FROM ZERO TO PETABYTE SCALE

Deploying Highly Scalable Elasticsearch Clusters Using Kubernetes



INTRODUCTION

Data search and analytics is an essential component of modern applications. Enterprises 
need the ability to store and query data collected from users, applications, infrastructure, 
and other sources in near real-time. The data generated by these sources can reach 
significant volumes, especially as the enterprise grows.

Elasticsearch, an open source search and analytics engine built on Apache Lucene, is 
one of the most popular solutions to this data problem. Not only is it capable of ingesting 
unstructured data, but it is designed to be scalable and resilient to failure through 
clustering. As part of the open source Elastic Stack, it has become the default data 
analytics tool for many enterprises, including LogDNA.

While an Elasticsearch cluster can scale to handle truly impressive amounts of data, 
it eventually reaches a saturation point. Large clusters experience more operational 
overhead due to having to constantly synchronize node state, as well as having to manage 
the sheer number of indices and shards across each node. For LogDNA, this saturation 
point occurs when a cluster reaches between 30,000 and 50,000 shards.

At LogDNA, our goal is to allow Elasticsearch to scale around this limitation while 
maintaining a high level of automation. This whitepaper explains our methodology for 
doing so and provides instructions on how to achieve similar results in your deployments.
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Large clusters experience more operational overhead due to having 
to constantly synchronize node state, as well as having to manage 

the sheer number of indices and shards across each node.



SCALING ELASTICSEARCH WITH 
KUBERNETES

More easily automate application 
versioning, CI/CD, and 
maintenance

Manage configuration as code

Automate the scheduling and 
distribution of application 
workloads onto hardware resource

Standardize deployments 
across multiple cloud platforms 
and servers

RUNNING ELASTICSEARCH ON 
KUBERNETES IS NOT EASY
Out of the box, Elasticsearch is not designed to run on Kubernetes. There are a number of 
steps that must be taken first, including:

Since its release in 2015, Kubernetes has become the world’s leading container orchestration 
platform. It allows teams to automate workload scheduling, deployments, and scaling. LogDNA 
uses Kubernetes extensively across a number of different platforms, allowing us to:

As fans of both Elasticsearch and Kubernetes, we wanted to combine both solutions 
by packaging and deploying Elasticsearch as a containerized application. However, 
we soon discovered fundamental problems with this approach.
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Choosing the right Elasticsearch version and settings
Configuring, sizing, and optimizing your Kubernetes environment
Allocating sufficient resources to each Elasticsearch node, 
especially disk storage
Applying cluster configurations and index templates when 
starting the Elasticsearch cluster
Defining Kubernetes services so that Elasticsearch nodes 
can find each other

Before getting into detail, we will present sane defaults. These are the settings that 
we use, but we recommend researching the available options to find the most optimal 
configuration for your use case.

VERSIONING

LogDNA currently runs on Elasticsearch 5.5.2 and 
Kubernetes 1.13. though the information in this whitepaper 
applies to Kubernetes 1.11 and higher. We use the 
Alpine flavor of the official Elasticsearch Docker image 
(elasticsearch:5.5.2-alpine) in order to reduce the image 
size and our attack footprint. Version 1.11 of Kubernetes is 
the first to feature priority and preemption, which allows 
us to prioritize scheduling Elasticsearch Pods over other 
types of Pods.

KUBERNETES CONFIGURATION

We provision each node in our Kubernetes cluster with at 
least 64GB of RAM and 16 vCPUs. We provide storage using 
a combination of HDD, SSD, and NVMe drives, depending on 
the type of Elasticsearch Pod being deployed to the node. 
We will explain this in more detail in the following sections.

Lastly, it is important to remember that Elasticsearch 
is a stateful application. As a result, we make use of 
Statefulsets and Services to ensure each Pod has a 
consistent identity, storage volume, and network address.
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DEFINING KUBERNETES 
WORKLOADS

CONFIGMAPS

STATEFULSETS

O B J EC T 1 .

O B J EC T 1 .

ConfigMaps store artifacts for use in containers without having to build them directly 
into an image. This lets us decouple our Elasticsearch configuration from the image and 
maintain both separately.

We define two ConfigMaps:

One stores a configuration file containing Elasticsearch settings

One stores a startup script containing environment settings such as ulimits, file 

permissions, and Java Virtual Machine (JVM) parameters

Statefulsets enforce the ordering and uniqueness of Pods, which allows for stateful 
applications like Elasticsearch to be orchestrated without conflict. LogDNA assigns each 
Pod one of three different role types, each one corresponding to a different Statefulset:

All Kubernetes objects are defined using YAML files. At LogDNA, we use ConfigMaps to manage 
cluster-wide configuration settings, and Statefulsets to define the Elasticsearch Pods.
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The target ratio of hot to cold nodes depends on a combination of data 
throughput (including spikes) and hardware performance.

Masters handle lightweight cluster-wide actions such as coordination, 
synchronization and transaction logging. They require no disk access.
Hot nodes write incoming logs to active indices. They have a high CPU to disk ratio.
Cold nodes store and query older indices. They have a low CPU to disk ratio.

In a typical Elasticsearch deployment, there is a single data node role instead of two separate 
hot and cold roles. For our use case, having two separate roles allowed us to better optimize 
the hardware. For example, hot nodes are deployed to systems with higher disk throughput (e.g. 
solid state and NVMe drives), while cold nodes are deployed to systems with higher capacities 
(e.g. HDD). The target ratio of hot to cold nodes depends on a combination of data throughput 
(including spikes) and hardware performance.

In addition, we set several important security context settings for each Statefulset. These 
options will become important when configuring Elasticsearch:

Privileged mode grants containers access to host devices
IPC_LOCK prevents Docker from swapping the container’s memory to disk
SYS_RESOURCE allows the container to override resource limits, such as increasing 
the number of file descriptors

securityContext:
  privileged: true
  capabilities:
    add:
- IPC _ LOCK
- SYS _ RESOURCE

Security context settings for Elasticsearch Pods.
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DYNAMICALLY PROVISIONING STORAGE 
USING VOLUMECLAIMTEMPLATES

O B J EC T 3.

Hot and cold data nodes require access to host storage for persisting data. We 
use volumeClaimTemplates to automatically provision persistent storage for newly 
deployed nodes. Each claim has a fixed capacity to prevent Pods from overutilizing disk 
space, and the volumeClaimTemplate automatically names each claim after the Pod it 
was provisioned for for easier administration.
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LogDNA provisions each Elasticsearch master with two services: 
a load-balanced cluster IP, and a unicast discovery list.



ENABLING SERVICE DISCOVERY
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To allow Elasticsearch nodes to discover each other, LogDNA levereages Kubernetes’ native 
service discovery mechanism. We provision each Elasticsearch master with two services: 
a load-balanced cluster IP, and a unicast discovery list.

The load-balanced cluster IP uses round robin to rotate requests across each master node. 
We expose port 9300 for internal communications and transport, and port 9200 for 
HTTP API requests.

We use unicast discovery to create a lookup of all master Pod URLs and IP addresses, which 
allows masters to discover each other. We also use publishNotReadyAddress to ensure Pod 
DNS names are publishable even if the Pod isn’t in a ready state, and sessionAffinity to prevent 
client requests from being routed to the same Pod repeatedly.

spec:
  clusterIP: None
  ports:
port: 9300
name: discovery
  selector:
    role: master
    cluster: es1
  publishNotReadyAddresses: true
  sessionAffinity: None

Service discovery specification for master nodes.



CONFIGURING ELASTICSEARCH

CREATING AN ELASTICSEARCH 
STARTUP SCRIPT
We use the following startup script to configure the container environment, set 
permissions on the volume claim, and set parameters for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM):

start-sh: |+
  #!/bin/sh
  set -e
  ulimit -n 104857
  ulimit -l unlimited
  sysctl -w vm.max _ map _ count=262144
  chown -R elasticsearch:elasticsearch $PATH _ DATA
  export ES _ JAVA _ OPTS=”-Xms$ES _ HEAP _ SIZE -Xmx$ES _ HEAP _ SIZE
-dLog42.disable.jxm=true”
  exec /docker-entrypoint.sh elasticsearch

Elasticsearch requires additional configuration before it can run in a container or on 
Kubernetes. First, we create a script that runs on container startup to configure the 
environment and launch Elasticsearch. We then deploy a ConfigMap containing settings 
used to configure each Elasticsearch node.
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DEFINING THE ELASTICSEARCH CONFIGMAP
Our Elasticsearch ConfigMap stores cluster-specific settings that are applied to 
each Pod on deployment. 

apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: elasticsearch
data:
  elasticsearch.yml: |+
    bootstrap.memory _ lock: true
    cluster.name: ${CLUSTER _ NAME}
    discovery.zen.minimum _ master _ nodes: 1
    discovery.zen.ping.unicast.hosts: ${CLUSTER _ ADDRESS}
    http.compression: true
    index.codec: ${INDEX _ CODEC}
    indices.fielddata.cache.size: 25%
    network.bind _ host: 0
    network.publish _ host: _ eth0 _
    node.data: ${NODE _ DATA}
    node.master: ${NODE _ MASTER}
    node.name: ${HOSTNAME}
    node.attr.role: ${NODE _ ROLE}
    path.data: ${PATH _ DATA}
    processors: ${NUM _ CORES}
    thread _ pool.bulk.queue _ size: ${BULK _ QUEUE _ SIZE}

ulimit increases the maximum number of files that Elasticsearch can have 
open at a time.
vm.max _ map _ count increases the number of shard indices 
that Elasticsearch can store in memory, which can prevent out of 
memory exceptions
chown -R elasticsearch:elasticsearch $PATH _ DATA changes 
ownership of the Pod’s volume claim to Elasticsearch.
export ES _ JAVA _ OPTS configures the JVM by increasing the heap size 
and disabling Java Management Extensions (JMX). 
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The most important settings here are:

bootstrap.memory _ lock prevents the JVM from swapping memory, 
which significantly decreases cluster performance and health.

discovery.zen.minimum _ master _ nodes specifies the minimum 
number of master nodes needed to allow insertions into the database. 
If this number is too low (less than half the total number of masters), a 
communications error could result in multiple clusters being created. This 
is also known as a “split brain” problem.

discovery.zen.ping.unicast.hosts references the discovery 
service on port 9300 that we defined  in the Service Discovery section.

node.attr.role is a custom attribute corresponding to one of the three 
roles we defined in the Defining Kubernetes Workloads section. It lets us 
determine which nodes to distribute certain workloads to.

processors specifies the maximum number of cores that the 
Elasticsearch can utilize.
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Elasticsearch requires additional configuration 
before it can run in a container or on Kubernetes



INDEX TEMPLATES
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Index templates have a significant impact on cluster performance. They set the parameters 
that Elasticsearch applies to newly created indices.

There are three key settings that we modify in each template:
index.total _ shards _ per _ node, refresh _ interval, and translog.
durability.

index.total _ shards _ per _ node sets the number of shards in each index. Increasing 
the number of shards can improve performance (up to a certain limit), but also increases the 
amount of overhead needed to synchronize the cluster state. We recommend fine-tuning this 
value based on the expected size of each index. Indices with more data benefit more from 
more shards, while indices with less data do better with fewer shards.

refresh _ interval sets the interval at which Elasticsearch indexes new documents. 
Lower (i.e. shorter) intervals will make new documents queryable sooner, but insertion 
performance may decrease as a result. LogDNA uses intervals of 15–30 seconds to balance 
searchability and cluster performance, but we also use techniques such as live tail to present 
logs to our customers faster.

translog.durability controls how changes are written to the Elasticsearch transaction 
log (translog). Setting this to async commits changes in the background periodically instead 
of after every request, which increased our performance five to tenfold. Unfortunately, if the 
node fails before the log can be written to, then any changes since the last commit will be lost. 
However, in most cases the node can simply recover from replicas.

APPLYING INDEX TEMPLATES
The challenge with index templates is that they must be applied after the Elasticsearch master 
nodes have already started, but before the indices have been created. There are a number of 
ways to do this, such as using a scheduled job to apply the template via the Elasticsearch API. 
The Elasticsearch documentation offers more information on how to do this.
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TOOLS FOR MANAGING 
ELASTICSEARCH

As your Elasticsearch cluster grows, monitoring and administering it can become difficult 
without the proper tools.

At LogDNA, we use Cerebro, an open source web-based administration tool, to monitor the 
state and configuration of our clusters. Cerebro displays the overall health of the cluster, as 
well as the status of each node, index, and shard. It also supports tribe nodes, which we use for 
federated searching across multiple Elasticsearch clusters.

In addition, we make heavy use of the Elasticsearch REST API to develop API calls. There 
are a number of tools available including curl, but we use Insomnia for its team collaboration 
features. The Elasticsearch REST API is extensive, but these are the calls that we make the 
most frequently:

GET / _ cluster/health: returns the overall status of the cluster as a simple 
green, yellow, or red.
GET / _ cat/pending _ tasks?v: returns cluster-level transactions that are 
currently in progress in tabular form. The v parameter simply prints the results 
with column headings.
POST / _ flush?force &/ _ cluster/reroute?retry _ failed=true: 
this is a two-part call that reassigns a shard to another node. First, it ensures that 
any changes stored in a transaction log that haven’t been written to an index are 
written. Then, it forces any shards that haven’t successfully been allocated to a 
node to be reassigned. This is useful for recovering from shard allocation failures.
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CONCLUSION

Growing Elasticsearch to petabyte scale can be challenging, but Kubernetes can help 
make the process easier. In this whitepaper, we presented a solution that not only makes 
Elasticsearch deployable on Kubernetes, but allows us to scale Elasticsearch across 

multiple Kubernetes clusters.

Looking forward, we expect deploying Elasticsearch over Kubernetes will become 
even easier. Recently, Elastic released Elastic Cloud on Kubernetes (ECK) containing 
the entire Elastic Stack. ECK is built on Kubernetes Operators, which can be used to 
automate the maintenance of custom resources and deployments. More recent versions 
of Elasticsearch and Kubernetes also offer improved support for federated search and 
preemption. The speed at which both projects are updated makes evaluating, testing, 

and performing upgrades a continuous process.

If you have experience scaling Elasticsearch, or if you want to learn more about our 
process, we would love to hear from you. Be sure to watch the corresponding webinar 
presented by our Head of DevOps, Ryan Staatz. And if you want to learn more about 
how we manage Elasticsearch across multiple clusters, read our whitepaper on the 

Elasticsearch Index Manager.
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Mezmo is a highly scalable enterprise-grade log management solution serving more than 2,000 
customers, from startups to Fortune 100 companies. Mezmo enables teams to effortlessly aggregate 
system and application logs under a single platform. Mezmo provides lightning fast parsing, indexing, 
and live tail, with the ability to ingest millions of events per second and petabytes of log data per day.

With LogDNA, your teams can quickly access log data to monitor operations, diagnose and troubleshoot 
problems, and deliver higher quality service to your customers. We believe in a world of zero downtime, 
and that means providing easy access to the data that matters.

To learn more, visit mezmo.com and start your free trial today.


